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The- report accompanying is pratically correct in regard 

to most of the details. 

The vein is on the Mother Lode and is some 80 feet wide, 

composed, of quartz veins interlaid with slate. The principal 

point in which the report errs is in representing this prospect 

as a big low grade proposition. It is not and it is not so re-
) 

garded by its owner, Mr. Yandsrgrift. The forth end of the 

Mother Lode in which tills mine is situated is not productive of 

large low grade propositions as far as I could learn. Ihe 

longest place in the longest chute of the famous Church-Union 

mine, mentioned in the accompanying report was 150 feet and J. 

have heard of a 60 ft. chute mentioned as the "big" chute of 

the Church-Union. 

The Padre mine is a prospect for the deep continuation 

of a small high grade chute in a large vein. There seems to 

he little doubt that there was a very rich chute in the old 

shaft. I saw some pieces of float which had just been dug up 

below the old crop pings of this chute and the pieces were lit

erally peppered with coarse gold. As a prospect for a small 

high grade chute this mine is worthy of some attention# 

The tunnel mentioned in the accompanyin report is not 

adapted for pros pectin-; because the ore in the rich chute has 

heun exnaustad below tunnel level. 



The accompanying report also errs in stating that the 

conditions are favorable for cheap wining,, They are not; but 

this is unimportant since there is no large body oi low g rade 

ore to be figured on, so we need not discuss the details of cost. 
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The following are four samples which X too k at places 

indicated to me bv Mr. Vandargrift as places where he had got 

the bast prospects with a pan. 

35 ft. shaft, bottom, 3 ft., total value $ 0.4X 

Small shaft, 1 8 " 8 $ 0.Q0 

Brest of tunnel 3ft. 11 " $ 2.48 

Ft. wall streak 20 S, Old shaft, 20 total value • * $0.41 

It is evident from the above that the large body of low 

prads ore is so low in grade- as to be worthless. &>  ̂ • 

In conclusion I would say that this prospect, such as it 

is is worthy of some attention, providing it could be secured 

under favorable terms, but I think that one who is speeding as 

much money as you are in hunting mines can find better prospects 

elsewhere. 




